Title: A METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING AND SUPERVISING HUMAN AND OTHER OBJECTS

Abstract: A method for identifying and supervising an individual, e.g. a person, comprising the steps of initially identifying the individual by means of identification documents and storing at least the individual identity in a data base (2). The method is especially characterized by the steps of producing an individual identification tag (4), ID tag, for the individual to be identified, introducing a remotely readable individual identification code (ID No.) onto said tag, storing the individual identification code in the data base (2) together with the individual identity, fastening the ID tag to the individual tamper detectably and providing at least one checkpoint (7) for remotely reading said code from the ID tag as an identification check when checking the individual identity. The invention further relates to a system for identifying and supervising objects, an indentification device, an apparatus for applying an identification device and an information retrieval device.
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